800-423-4003
AEROSOL CAN CRUSHER
TEEMARK SUPER 6PJ-VC

The Super 6PJ-VC offers features not found anywhere else in the industry.
•
•
•
•
•

Captures VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) and propellants keeping
them out of the work area and the environment, and eliminating the need
for respirators.
Compact design saves valuable floor space
Versatility: Processes containers from half pints to 6-gallon pails. PLUS 4
to 12-inch long Aerosol Cans.
Automatically ejects crushed containers into a collection drum or tote out
the back of the machine.
Contains an automatic door opening feature and a crushing stoke
shortener, increasing throughput while reducing labor.
Multi-Purpose Crushing
This machine crushers 6-gallon pails and most anything that is smaller: aerosol cans, oil filters and a variety
of pails and cans
Complete Disposal Preparation
The Super 6PJ-VC crusher opens closed-containers and empties their contents before crushing them flat.
Crushed cans are typically considered empty by EPA definition.
Permanent Total Enclosure
The Vapor Collection blower pulls VOCs, propellants, and vapors from the crushing compartment, the
crushed can collection drum and the liquid collection drum
Safe, Explosion Proof Functionality
Our Super 6PJ-VC units will not operate with the door open. These crushers, like the other models, are
completely explosion proof with self-contained explosion proof controls and power supplies (Explosion Proof –
NEMA Class 1, Group D). They are suitable for use with solvent-based paints, aerosol propellants, and other
flammable liquids.
Crusher Stand
The professionally designed Crusher Stand provides 35 inches of clearance for a 55-gallon drum on a roller
conveyor.

SPECIFICATIONS
Crushing Force: 30,000 pounds

Cycle Time: 12-20 seconds

Machine Dimensions: 55”w x 72”d x 107”h

Crushing Chamber Dimensions: 16”w x 16”d x 18”h

Shipping Weight: 1,835 pounds

Air Requirements: 5 cfm @ 80 psi
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